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Abstract—Cascades are an accepted model to capturing how
information diffuses across social network platforms. A large
body of research has been focused on dissecting the anatomy of
such cascades and forecasting their progression. One recurring
theme involves predicting the next stage(s) of cascades utilizing
pertinent information such as the underlying social network,
structural properties of nodes (e.g., degree) and (partial) histories
of cascade propagation. However, such type of granular information is rarely available in practice. We study in this paper the
problem of cascade prediction utilizing only two types of (coarse)
information, viz. which node is infected and its corresponding
infection time. We first construct several simple baselines to
solve this cascade prediction problem. Then we describe the
shortcomings of these methods and propose a new solution
leveraging recent progress in embeddings and attention models
from representation learning. We also perform an exhaustive
analysis of our methods on several real world datasets. Our
proposed model outperforms the baselines and several other
state-of-the-art methods.

the source of infection is available [8], or knowing the degree
of the participating nodes [10], or even the full underlying
graph structure itself [9]. Much of this information is not
necessarily available, or is noisy or hard to construct [7], [12]–
[14]. Additionally, almost all of the above works ignore the
associated temporal information [8], [9].
In this paper, we extend the state-of-the-art in purely datadriven cascade analysis in multiple directions. We present
a new approach to explore the diffusion dynamics of the
cascade comprehensively by only leveraging the observable
cascade information. Broadly, we conduct a finer grainedanalysis while using less information than some macroscopic
approaches. At the same time, we leverage temporal infor-
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Macroscopic Predictions

Content sharing (e.g., of photos and videos) through online
social networks is so prevalent that cascades of propagation
have become the unit of discourse to study such phenomena.
Diverse applications in areas like social media, public health,
cybersecurity, and critical infrastructure, now benefit from
cascade models. A growing body of research has developed
around understanding the structural properties of cascades, and
engineering their growth, with applications in areas such as
viral marketing, crowdsourcing, rumor detection, and immunization.
There has been a recent spate of interest in predicting cascades in various contexts, e.g., tweets, memes, videos, movie
ratings and academic papers [1]–[3]. Most work has looked
into predictions using epidemiologically-inspired generative
models [4] or using a mixture of structural, content, and
temporal features [5]. Some recent works have also used
survival analysis [6], [7] or deep learning based models [8],
[9]. Studies have looked into different aspects of cascades
including macroscopic metrics like the possibility of becoming
viral [7] or the future size/volume of the cascade [8], [10],
[11], and microscopic aspects like predicting the next node
taking part in the diffusive process [9]. In general, in all these
works, more finer-grained analysis has in-turn needed varying
degrees of more auxiliary information such as assuming that
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Fig. 1. (a) A pyramid view of the kind of data used and the type of problems
pursued in cascade analysis. The left pyramid gives the four major tasks with
granular level tasks at the top. The right pyramid details the type of data used
where the number of data features increase as we go down. Our proposed
method DeepDiffuse (in red color) is well situated at the middle of the data
pyramid while capable of performing all tasks in the prediction pyramid. (b)
A sample input and output of DeepDiffuse.

mation as well to do more meaningful predictions. In more
detail, our approach only utilizes the sequence of infected
nodes and their infection time to predict both (a) which node
is going to get infected and (b) when. Our method does not
require additional structural or content-based information (e.g.,
neighborhood information or number of friends) or which node
is responsible for the infection (see Fig. 1(a)). To the best of
our knowledge our work is the first of its kind to tackle such
a problem.
Our contributions are as follows:
1) Novel Problem Formulation: We define the novel problem of predicting diffusion dynamics in real world scenarios
based on realistic assumptions. The underlying problem is to
predict when and who is going to be infected in a social
network based on (only) previously observed cascades. We
only observe the times when the nodes get infected, but we
do not have any knowledge on who has infected them or who
are their neighbors.
2) New Solution Strategies: We leverage recent progress in
embeddings and attention models from representation learning
to propose a family of new models which can effectively
predict when the next infection will happen and who will be
infected. First we develop a baseline model for the prediction.
This helps identify its weaknesses and motivates our proposed
solution DeepDiffuse.
3) Rigorous Empirical Evaluation: We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of
DeepDiffuse over the baseline model and other state-of-theart methods proposed for similar problems.
II. O UR A PPROACH
A. Problem Formulation
The input to our problem is a set of cascades C =
{c1 , c2 , . . . cn } on a set of nodes V . Each cascade ci ∈ C is a
sequence of tuples (vji , tij ), where tij ∈ R+ is the time when
a previously uninfected node v gets infected. We define this
node as vji (j th node in ith cascade). Here infection means this
node takes part in the cascade process (i.e. reshare a content
in social media etc.) Moreover time point is monotonic within
a cascade (i.e. tij < tij+1 ). We assume that a node can only be
infected once. Then we define the cascade prediction problem
in the following way:
Cascade Prediction Problem: Given a set of cascades C,
learn a model MC so that we can predict the next infeck
tion tuple (vj+1
, tkj+1 ) given a test cascade instance ck =
k k
k k
{(v1 , t1 ), . . . , (vj , tj )}. Due to the lack of explicit network
structure, we assume that the predicted node will be one of the
k
observed nodes in C (i.e. vj+1
∈ V ). An illustrative example
is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Solution Sketch: We adopt a temporal point process formulation: suppose within a small window between t and
t + dt, λ∗ (t)dt is the probability of a new event occurring
(i.e. node infection) given the history of infections: Ht . Now
λ∗ (t)dt = P rob{node infected in [t,t+dt) — Ht } We can then
specify the conditional density function since the last infection

tn by
 Z
f (t) = λ (t) exp −
∗

t

∗


λ (t)dt
∗

(1)

tn

We adopt a recurrent neural network (RNN) approach here
that can capture more complex state transitions than classical
probabilistic methods and further provide more flexible nonlinear transition functions. Here in our problem we use a
LSTM. Empirically it is shown that LSTM performs very well
in terms of sequence learning tasks commonly encountered in
natural language processing.
B. A vanilla LSTM Model:
Suppose we have a cascade sequence S
=
{(v1 , t1 ) . . . (vn , tn )}. As long standing practice, we represent
each node in the sequence as a vector rather than an index.
The embedding of all the nodes are stored in Xv ∈ Rdv ×|V | ,
where dv is the size of embedding for nodes. Now to extract
the embedding of a specific node vq we can use a one-hot
vector q.
xq = X v · q
(2)
where |q| = |V |. The embedding matrix Xv will be also be
learned during training. Now for the j th element of the input
sequence (vj , tj ), suppose the embedding of vj is xvj and the
temporal feature dtj = tj − tj−1 (i.e. inter-infection duration).
Then the LSTM equations are as follows:
ij = σ(Wvi xvj + Wti dtj + Ui hj−1 + bi )
fj =
C̃j =

σ(Wvf xvj + Wtf dtj + Uf hj−1 + bf )
tanh(Wvc xvj + Wtc dtj + Uc hj−1 + bc )

Cj = C̃j
oj =

ij + fj Cj−1
o
σ(Wv xvj + Wto dtj +

hj = oj

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)

Uo hj−1 + bo )

tanh(Cj )

(3e)
(3f)

The hidden state vector hj captures the dynamics of cascade
sequence up to the latest point. We can use it to predict the
next infection time and the corresponding node as described
below.
Next Node Prediction: The score for a node getting infected
can be computed by the following equation wuj+1 = Vu hj +
bu . Here Vu ∈ R|V |×K and bu ∈ R|V | . Now we can use
a softmax layer to compute the probability of each node vu
getting infected.
puj+1 |hj = P

exp(wuj+1 )
z∈V exp(wzj+1 )

(4)

Time Prediction: For time prediction we use the approach
described in Du et al. [15]. From the hidden sate hj we can
compute the conditional intensity the following way:

λ∗ (j) = exp αtT · hj + βt (t − tj ) + γt
(5)
Here αt ∈ Rk and βt ∈ R, γt ∈ R are scalars. The term
αtT · hj determines the accrued influence from past infections,
whereas βt (t − tj ) focuses on the current infection. The last

term represents the base intensity level. Now we can compute
the conditional density function:

1
∗
f (j) = exp αtT · hj + βt (t − tj ) + γt + exp(αtT · hj + γt )
β

1
− exp(αtT · hj + βt (t − tj ) + γt )
β
(6)
We estimate the time of next estimation using the following
equation:
Z ∞
t̂j+1 =
t · f ∗ (j)dj
(7)
tj

Now the full objective function for a single of cascade ck ,
where ck = {(v1k , tk1 ), . . . (vnk , tkn )} including both timing and
node prediction is as follows:
n h
i
X
Ok = max
log(pkuj+1 =vj+1 |hj ) + log f (dkj+1 |hj )
θ

j=1

where θ is the set of all model parameters. An alternative formulation is to minimize the negative log-likelihood. Therefore
our objective becomes:




i
X n−1
Xh  k
k
O = min −
log puj+1 =vj+1 |hj + log f (dj+1 |hj ) 
θ

ck ∈C j=1

(8)

C. Cascade Dynamics in Networks: Introducing DeepDiffuse
One of the solutions to this problem is to compute the output
of the LSTM not just by the last state but as a weighted
summation of all the hidden states. This type of technique
is known as an attention mechanism and is used widely in
language modeling like neural machine translation [16]. Our
new model incorporating attention is termed DeepDiffuse. For
this, we introduce Wα ∈ RK×Kα and uα , bα ∈ RKα . Here
Kα is the attention size.
ujs = tanh(WαT hjs + bα )
a
αjs
=

h̃j =

(9a)

exp(uTjs uα )
P
T
z exp(ujz uα )

(9b)

X

(9c)

a
αjz
hjz

z

Here hjs is the sth hidden state while processing the j th
element of the cascade (s < j). We can obtain a context
vector h̃j as a weighted sum of previous hidden states using
Eqn. 9c. In this way the model learns to attend which node to
concentrate. Hence, despite the absence of graph structure the
model will be able to make an informed choice to improve its
predictive power.
D. Bringing Flexibility to the model: Enhancing DeepDiffuse
First, the attention mechanism, unlike text modeling applications, is quite expensive to compute for cascade analysis
(compare cascade lengths versus sentence lengths). Second,
the attention model does not provide enough flexibility to

the model. For instance when analyzing a long sequence of
cascades the model does not provide a provision to leverage
or build off an earlier portion of the cascade.
To deal with these shortcomings, we propose some enhancements to our model DeepDiffuse to provide more flexibility to
its attention mechanism. Inspired from the mechanism of how
human pay attention [17], our proposed model analyze one
portion of the cascade at a time and based on its evaluation
moves to the next location of the cascade. In this way we can
efficiently analyze cascades which are typically longer than
sentences. A high-level overview of the enhanced DeepDiffuse
model is presented in Fig. 2.
The enhanced version consists of two modules. The first
module Cascade Analyzer Network (CAN) takes a location
lj−1 ∈ N and a cascade sequence s (shown in green in
Fig. 2) and extracts a subsequence of the cascade starting from
location lj−1 . The length of the subsequence is defined by the
ratio ρ. For example if ρ = 0.5 the length will be ρ×|s|, where
|s| is the length of the sequence. The extracted subsequence
is processed similar to the basic DeepDiffuse model. The
context vector of this model along with the location lj−1
are converted into two fixed-length vectors lj0 ∈ RK and
gj0 ∈ RK respectively (shown in blue color in Fig. 2) using a
fully connected network. They are added to get a combined
vector representation rj ∈ RK using a Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU). This vector rj can be considered as a compressed
representation of the extracted cascade subsequence (cascade
along with its location). Equations for generating lj0 , gj0 , rj are
given below:
lj0 = Wlr lj−1 + brl

(10a)

gj0

(10b)

=

Wgr h̃A
j

+

brg

rj = ReLU(lj0 + gj0 )

(10c)

Here, Wlr ∈ RK×1 , Wgr ∈ RK×K and brl , brg ∈ RK×1 and h̃A
j
is the context vector from the attention layer (computed from
Eqn. 9c).
The representation vector rj is now fed to the Cascade
Predictor Network (CPN). The CPN has three components.
The first component contains an LSTM decoder which takes
the vector rj as input to produce an output vector (hidden
state) hP
j . The second component of CPN contains a location
network (fully connected network) which takes hP
j as input
and return the next location lj as output. The output of the
location network is clipped such a way that it always gives
a valid location w.r.t. the cascade sequence. The last part of
the CPN is the output layer which computes the probability
distribution of the node infection and the conditional density
function similar to previously introduced models.
The benefit of the enhanced version of DeepDiffuse is that
it can learn which part of the cascade to analyze without
any external supervision. Moreover, since it only requires a
subsequence of the cascade (defined by a ratio ρ), the cost
of attention mechanism is much lower than that of the basic
DeepDiffuse model. These two factors make the model more
flexible and efficient.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of enhanced DeepDiffuse. The model has two major components: Cascade Analyzer Network (CAN) and Cascade Predictor
Network (CPN). CAN produces an internal vector representation (rj ) of a
subsequence of the cascade (in blue color) as per Eqn. 10a-c. This subsequence
is extracted from a location lj−1 computed in the previous time step of CPN.
The processing of the subsequence is same as the basic DeepDiffuse model as
shown through the green (cascade sequence), violet (input feature), red (LSTM
network), and orange (attention) colors. CPN takes this representation rj and
feeds it to another LSTM network which calculates the next location of the
cascade to be analyzed (lj ) as well as compute the next node and timing
information.

III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Datasets: We conduct our empirical analysis on three publicly
available real world datasets. For all the datasets we picked
75% as training and the rest for testing.
• Digg [11] is a news aggregator. The dataset contains votes
by its users for 3,553 news articles. The timestamp of votes
along with the anonymized user-id form the cascade. It has
82,778 nodes (users) and has an average cascade length of

30.0.
• Twitter [18] dataset contains 569 URLS shared by 5,942
users. The reshare sequence for a URL creates a cascade where
the average cascade length is 5.70.
• Memetracker [19] dataset contains 54,847 popular memes
published on 4,403 news websites. Sharing time along with the
website names form the cascade. The average cascade length
is 17.0.
Baselines: We consider several state-of-the-art methods to
compare with our proposed DeepDiffuse. Since ours is the
first in line for this type of cascade prediction, we use
modified version of similar methods along with the baseline
we developed earlier for comparison. Another notable point is
although many cascade prediction models exist not all methods
have the same goal or data features as ours. Therefore we
consider only the models which use similar data to ours for
comparison. It should be mentioned that not all the methods
can predict both the node and the time of infection together.
Therefore we compare the node and time prediction separately.
The short description of the competing methods are given
below:
• RMTP [15] is an RNN model designed to predict marked
temporal point process. This model can predict the timing and
the type of next event. For our purpose, we input the infected
node and the corresponding infection time as the event marker
and the time of the event respectively.
• TopoLSTM [9] is an LSTM based model which only predicts the next node given a cascade and its network structure.
Since we do not exploit any network information we only
input the cascade. We only use it for node prediction since it
can not predict the timing.
• DeepCas [8] is a Bidirectional GRU based model designed
to predict the size of the cascade. We use a softmax layer in
the output layer to predict the next node but, it can not predict
the infection timing.
• LSTM is our vanilla LSTM based model described in
Section II-B, which can predict both the next node and timing
of the infection.
• DeepDiffuse Variants: DeepDiffuse is our proposed family
of methods for both node and infection time prediction. It has
two variants–DeepDiffuse-Basic (DeepDiffuse-B), described
in Sec. II-C, which uses the entire cascade information at
all time steps and DeepDiffuse-Enhanced (DeepDiffuse-E),
described in Sec. II-D, which uses two network modules: a
predictor network, to identify the subsequence to analyze and
an analyzer network, to process the identified subsequence of
the cascade1 .
Parameter setting: Unless otherwise stated, we set the state
size K of all the methods to 256, batch size to 50, sequence
length to 100, and window to sequence ratio ρ to 0.9.
B. How effective is DeepDiffuse in predicting the node and
timing of infection?
Evaluation Metric: Given a cascade sequence obtaining the
next infected node can be viewed as a retrieval task since there
1 code:

https://github.com/raihan2108/deep-diffuse
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Fig. 3. Comparison of node and time prediction for different datasets. The first and second rows show the map@κ and hits@κ score for node prediction
(higher the better). The bottom row shows RMSE score for timing prediction (lower the better). We can see our proposed DeepDiffuse-E outperforms all
other methods in all metrics. The performance gain is 6–107% across all the methods for hits@100. For timing prediction we achieve a minimum of 20%
reduction in RMSE.

can be an arbitrarily large number of potential candidates [9].
Therefore an intuitive way for evaluation is to apply ranking
metrics used in information retrieval. To apply such metrics we
rank the uninfected nodes by their infection probabilities (from
Eqn. 4) and consider the relevant item to be the actual node
to get infected. We use two widely popular ranking methods:
• MAP@κ: This is the Mean Average Precision used in
information retrieval
• HITS@κ: The rate of top κ ranked nodes containing the
next infected node.
We use κ = 10, 50, 100 for our evaluation. For the time
prediction we compute the estimated time of next infection
using Eqn. 7 for the test. Then we compute the RMSE score.
The comparison of map@κ and hits@κ (top two rows) and the
RMSE score for timing prediction (bottom row) for different
datasets is shown in Fig. 3. We can make the following

observations.
1) DeepDiffuse-E outperforms TopoLSTM and DeepCas by a
very good margin. The performance gain ranges from 29% to
107% in case of hits@100 against TopoLSTM whereas w.r.t.
DeepCas it is 6% to 42%. This demonstrates the superiority
of DeepDiffuse-E over current state-of-the-arts methods.
2) DeepDiffuse-E also outperforms the LSTM model in all
cases. Here performance gain range is 10%–34% in case of
hits@100.
3) Performance improves as κ increases since the true infected
node is more likely to be in the set of possible candidates if
its size increases.
4) DeepDiffuse-E also outperforms all the other methods
in terms predicting the next time of infection (bottom row,
lower the better) demonstrating its effectiveness. As mentioned
before TopoLSTM and DeepCas are omitted from this com-

parison as they cannot predict time.
5) Among other observations, DeepCas performs well compared to TopoLSTM. TopoLSTM requires the network structure to create an additional hidden layer. Our hypothesis is
because of the absence of network structure in our study
TopoLSTM is underperforming.
6) In both node and timing prediction RMTP performs the
worst, as it uses simple RNN architecture.
IV. A DDITIONAL R ELATED W ORK
Information Diffusion: Established research provides diffusion models to study notions of influence in the network [20],
[21] and applications to inference and link prediction [22],
[23]. Cascade prediction research is typically one of classifying whether a cascade will go viral in the future [24], [25]
or one of regression of size of cascade [26]. Temporal Point
Processes: Temporal point processes [27] while having been
applied to modeling information diffusion [28], [29] in a wide
range of domains (e.g. finance [30], sociology [31]), model
only the temporal dynamics of the diffusion networks unlike
ours. Attention Mechanisms: Attention mechanisms are one
of the most recent and exciting advances in deep learning but
have been primarily utilized for NLP tasks (e.g. [16], [32])
or computer vision (e.g. [33], [34]) unlike our application to
cascade prediction.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the novel problem of cascade
prediction involving the prediction of both future nodes and
timing. Our model DeepDiffuse was designed to focus on
specific nodes for prediction by learning to jump to any part of
a cascade as necessary. We evaluate our model in some real
world datasets against state-of-the-art methods proposed for
similar problems. Our model demonstrates outstanding results
in every experimental scenario. One of the future research
directions involves estimating how effective DeepDiffuse can
be in predicting the future growth of cascades or identifying
viral cascades. Another direction can be incorporating the
content of the cascade (meta-features) into the prediction
problem.
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